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the Finite Karhunen-Lo?~ve Expansion* 
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School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
The finite Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion has found application recently in 
pattern recognition and communication theory. Basically, the finite expansion 
can be considered as a two-step process. First, we take a finite number of 
samples from a waveform and form a wave vector. Secondly, we expand this 
vector in the eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix. In this paper, we treat 
two questions. 
1. How many samples hould the wave vector contain ?
2. How can we accurately estimate the eigenvectors of the 
autocorrelation matrix ?
We also present a fast algorithm for calculating the eigenvectors of an 
autocorrelation matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of random processes, the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion has 
long been used as a theoretical tool. In theoretical problems, it is used as 
an infinite series representation of a continuous random process. More 
recently, a discrete time, finite-series version has emerged as a practical 
tool. This finite expansion is used in problems where the observables are 
samples from a continuous random process. Both versions have the following 
property: The mean squared error committed by truncating the infinite 
(finite) series to a finite (smaller) number of terms is minimized [1]. 
The finite Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion has been applied to feature xtrac- 
tion and ordering by Watanabe. Let us discuss the expansion briefly. 
Let x(t), t E [0, T], be a continuous random process with autocorrelation 
* This work was supported by the Naval Ship Systems command under contract 
N00024-69-1265. 
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R(t, r). Form the n-dimensional vector X from n samples, x(ti), i = 1,..., n, 
of x(t). Define the autocorrelation matrix of X as 
S : E (XXr} ,  (1) 
where the superscript T denotes transpose. The elements of S are 
sij = R(t i ,  t~). The finite Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion for X is 
X = Z Y#J,  (2) 
j= l  
where ej ,  j = 1 .... , n, are the eigenvectors of S, i.e., 
se j  = ~¢~. (3) 
The ej's are normalized so that the y/s  in (2) are given by 
y~ = ¢7X. (4) 
Let the Cj's be ordered so that hi ~ As ~ "'" ~ ~ and let the expansion (2) 
be truncated to m (<n) terms. Then the mean-squared truncation error is 
~2=E X- - .~y i¢ i  
j= l  
j=m+l  
= ~,, E{y~ .2} (5) 
j=m+l  
by the orthonormality of the ¢~'s. But from (1), (3), and (4) we have 
E{yj 2} = hi, 
so that 
(6) 
is the mean-squared truncation error. By the property mentioned above, 
this is the minimum error we can obtain for an m term series. 
The application of the finite Karhunen-Lo~ve xpansion to feature 
extraction and ordering is conceptually straightforward. From the waveform, 
x(t), we derive the feature vector X. We expand X in the eigenvectors of S. 
The yjs  in (2) make up a new feature vector. Then, according to (7), the 
ySs should be ordered as the magnitudes of the corresponding eigenvalues. 
~2= ~ Aj, (7) 
j=ra+l 
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However, before we can do this, we must choose n, the number of sampling 
points on [0, T]. The value of n should be large enough so that the feature 
vector, X, is an adequate representation f the process, x(t). 
Also, we must obtain a sufficient number, N, of sample X's. These sample 
vectors, denoted X~, k ~ 1,..., N, are used to calculate ~, the sample 
autocorrelation matrix, as 
1 
= -N ~1 X~XJ. (8) 
The eigenvalues, A~, and eigenvectors, ~j, of ~ are used as estimates of A~. 
and ~., respectively. The value of N should be large enough so that these 
estimates are accurate. 
The amount of computation required in applying the finite Karhunen- 
Lo6ve expansion depends heavily on n. Thus, we would like to minimize n 
as well as N, the number of sample vectors, subject to the above requirements. 
In this paper, we use standard matrix perturbation theory to develop criteria 
for choosing minimum values of n and N. Therefore, we show how one 
can obtain an accurate representation of a random process without an 
unnecessary excess of computation or an unnecessarily arge sample set. 
In addition, we present a fast algorithm for calculating the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of S. This algorithm uses special properties of ~ and is not 
intended for general eigenvalue computation. 
Before proceeding, however, let us state a result from matrix perturbation 
theory [2], which we will be using. Let A, B, and C be real symmetric 
(n × n) matrices and 3 a small number such that 
A -= B ÷ 3C. (9) 
Let ¢rj and ~:~ be the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of B. Then 
a~ and ~j, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A, are given by the following 
approximate formulas: 
aj ~ 7rj + 3¢SC~j 
T 
~=1 7r j  - -  7T[ 
: ~ + ~ ~jA~ '~l. (11) 
l : l  7 r i  - -  ~ '~ 
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Note that the right side of (lO) is equal to the j-th diagonal element of 
the matrix 3TA3, where 
3 = [f~:~ . . .  ~:~].  
In what follows, the perturbation parameter, ~ is absorbed into the matrix C. 
2. DETERMINING THE DIMENSIONALITY 
In this section, we develop a procedure for determining n, the number 
of time samples taken from the original waveform, x(t). 
We begin our discussion with a simple example. Let x(t) be sampled at 
four instants, t~, t4, t~, and ts, as shown by the solid vertical lines in Fig. l(a). 
Then the matrix S has four eigenvalues whose magnitudes are indicated by 
the solid lines in Fig. l(b). Let the number of sampling points be doubled 
to include tl, t3, t 5 , and t~. Now S has eight eigenvalues as shown by the 
dashed lines in Fig. l(b). The features [the y/s of Eq. (2)] corresponding 
to the first four eigenvalues are essentially the same features derived in the 
four-sample case. The remaining four features are those which result from 
doubling the sampling rate. If the eigenvalues corresponding to the new 
features are small, then the error committed by deleting these features is 
also small. If the new features are unimportant, hen the features derived 
in the four-sample case adequately represent x(t). 
tl t2 t3  t4 t5  t6 tT t6 
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A typical waveform and its eigenvalues. 
In general, suppose the dimension is 2n. Then we would have a 2n × 2n 
autocorrelation matrix, S *n. If the summation of some n of the 2n eigenvalues 
of S ~n is small compared to the summation of all 2n eigenvalues, then n is 
sufficiently large. However, the computation ofeigenvalues is time consuming. 
Let us instead use our perturbation result to obtain a simpler test for n. 
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Let the elements of the 2n-dimensional feature vector, X 2n, be ordered 
so that 
X 2~ 
r x(t2) n 
~(t,) 
. 
~(t2.) 
~(h) 
,~(5) 
Lx(t~-x).J 
ix:  
= LXa"]" (12) 
Then S 2'~ is given by 
s~. = E[X~"X ~1 
= [EExo"x"~1 F~[xo"x'J] 
: [sr  sq• 
t n T n S~2 S2~J 
(13) 
For large n, Sa~I, S~2, and $2~ are nearly equal• We write S ~" as 
ks71 SllJ $12 -- $1 :S~2 -- $11] 
Now if 
(14) 
(15) 
is the eigenvector matrix of $1~ then 
~o~.  = . 1 ¢~ ~ (~6) 
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is the eigenvector matrix of Sg n. Since AS 2~ is small for large n, then by 
(10) the eigenvalues ofS 2~ are given approximately b the diagonal elements of 
G2n (T)2nT Q2n(T)2 n
Lo;: G22J 
(17) 
where 
and 
= " $22)  ~ , 
G1 ~ = ~mnSe- ~ ~r ~ v-'la - $12 + $12 - $2~) ~", 
i¢~r~nT( gn  n n r ~n G~ = ~= ~,~ - S~ - S~2 + &"~) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
We define a criterion ]~ as 
tr G~ (21) 
Jn = tr(G~l ~_ (72%) • 
Then Jn is approximately the ratio of the sum of n smaller eigenvalues ofS 2n 
to the sum of all 2n eigenvalues. If J~ ~ 1, then n samples are sufficient 
and the assumption concerning the smallness of AS 2n is reinforced. Using 
(18), (20), and the orthogonality of (b n, we can rewrite Jn as 
n n T '/Z 
Jn : tr(S~l - -  S12  - -  318  - j -  332)  
2 tr(S~l ~- S~) 
(22) 
or, recalling (12) and (13), we can write Jn in terms of the autocorrelation 
function, R(t, r), of x(t) as 
1 Z~=l {R(t2,, t~,) --  R(t2,,  t2,-i) --  R(t2,_l,  t2,) + R(t2,_i ,  t2,_i)} 
L= 2 ~n t2,) R(t~,i_l 'i:i [R(t2,, + t2i-1)] 
(23) 
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2.1. Special Case: Stat ionary Processes 
In stationary processes, R(t2~ , t2~ ) = R(t2~_l, t2~_a) = R(0), and 
R(t2i_ l ,  t2i ) = R(t2i , t2i_l) = R(t2i - -  t2i_l) = R(  T/2n). 
Therefore, 
: . :  (24) 
2.1.1. EXAMPLE. R( ' r )  = e-I,I, T = 1. 
In this example 
J ,  = (1 -- e-1/2~)/2. (25) 
If 2n = 6, we have Jn ~ 0.04 which indicates that 3 eigenvalues of S 6 are 
very small compared to the other 3. Thus, we would expect o gain little 
additional characterization f x(t) by increasing n further. 
2.1.2. EXAMPLE. R(T) triangular. 
For this example 
R(~-) = R(0)( TO --IT[ ), 
To 
0, [~1 >To, 
(26) 
If T ~ To, Jn is given by 
Jn = T/(4nTo). (27) 
The result of this example is useful in problems where stationarity may be 
assumed, but R(v) is unknown. We assume the triangular form and use a 
minimum value estimate of T o . 
3. ESTIMATION OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
Having chosen n, our next task is to estimate the eigenvalues and eigen- 
vectors, )~- and ¢5, J = 1,..., n, of the autocorrelation matrix, S. To do this, 
we calculate the sample autocorrelation matrix, ~ of (8), and then calculate 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors A~- and q~, j = 1,..., n, of ~. 
It is important to note that ~j and @ are estimates of ~. and ~ and that 
they are random variables. They are functions of X 1 ..... XN,  the sample 
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vectors. In this section, we shall develop approximate formulas for the 
means and variances of these estimates. Using these formulas, we can 
determine a value of N such that the estimates are sufficiently accurate. 
The statistics of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix of random 
variables have been studied previously [3, 4]. The general approach is to 
calculate the distribution of ~0 and from this find the distribution of the 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 
However, since N ~_ S for N sufficiently large, we may use the approxima- 
tions (10) and (11) to express q~i and Ai, i.e., 
and 
J~g 
(28) 
,~, _~ ¢ :~¢~,  i = 1,.., n. (29) 
First, we consider the mean value of the estimates. From (1) and (8) 
E{¢J~¢A = CJE{g} ¢~ 
= ¢ JS¢~ 
: A f i i :  • (30) 
It follows from (28) and (29) that 
E{~i} ~--- ¢,, (31) 
and 
E{A~} ~ At. (32) 
Thus, the estimates are seen to be unbiased. The mean-squared rrors of ~i 
and q~ are given by 
~ = t } = ~ E -- 
2 A E{II :~ -- ¢~ II e} 
(33) 
(34) 
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The expectations of (33) and (34) can be obtained from the moment generating 
functions of the samples, as shown in the Appendix. 
3.1. Gaussian Processes 
For the special case where the X~'s come from a gaussian distribution 
with mean vector M and autocorrelation matrix S, (33) and (34) become, 
fi'om (A.10) of the Appendix, 
2 
% ~ ~ (~? - m'), (35) 
1 j~l AiAj - -  2/~fl/~fl (36) 
"L ~ ~ .~ (~  _ ,~.)~ , 
where 
ff~ =¢i rM,  i=  1, 2 ..... n. (37) 
Equations (35) and (36) indicate that mean-squared estimation error is 
the product of 1/N and some coefficient which is independent of N. These 
coefficients are determined by S and M. 
2 and Much simpler expressions may be obtained as upper bounds of a~ 
26~ by dropping out the/~ terms as follows: 
2 2 2 2 ,,~, ~ ~ ,C or %/& < -~ ; (38) 
1 ~ A,Aj 1 ~ A j/A, 1 
0"~, < N j=l (a i -- A~-) z : N,.= (1 -- A/Ai)~ zx N ~'" 
g~i jv~i 
(39) 
Equation (38) gives us a bound on a~,/A~ 2 which depends only on N. 
Equation (39) gives a bound on a~j which depends on N and the eigenvalues 
of S. Thus, we can choose No to estimate the eigenvalues to the desired 
accuracy and then determine N 1 which gives accurate igenvector estimation. 
3.1.1. EXAMPLE. We now present a numerical example that illustrates 
some interesting points. 
Let x(t), t ~ [0, T], be a stationary, Ganssian random process with 
R6- )  = E{x( t )  x ( t  - ~)) 
= exp{--a [-r ]). (40) 
643116/I-7 
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I f  x(t) is t ime sampled at t ----IT/n, 1 = 1,..., n, then S becomes a matrix 
whose element, &m, is 
&m = exp{- -a [ l - -  m[ T/n} 
= plt-ml/-, l, m ----- 1 ..... n, (41) 
where 
p = exp{- -aT}.  (42) 
The error coefficients of (39) are fixed by the eigenvalues of S. By varying 
I00.0 
d 
"E 
o 
8 
bJ 
I 0 ,C  
w 
0% 
/',,o 
77 
y, 
I t I I I 
2 4 6 8 t0 
Number of Dimensions , n 
FIG. 2. Error coefficients for p = 0.1. 
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p and n of (41), we have a family of S matrices. Let us then examine the 
error coefficients of various matrices in the family. 
A. Fixed p. For each value of n, we have n error coefficients, 7z ,..., 7n • 
We order 7i according to decreasing magnitude of A~. 
Figure 2 is a plot for p = 0.1 of the variation of each 7, with n for i ~ n. 
The most important observation is the following: The range of the error 
coefficients is on the order of 100. Thus, the number of samples needed 
~D 
LLI 
I00 I 
L 
[0 - -  
0.1 
O.Ol 
0, ,  
=0.2 
= 0.5 
.p = 0.5 
--p =0.8 
I I I I 
4 6 8 I0 
Number of Dimensions, n 
1 
14 
FIG, 3. Value of the maximum error coefficient. 
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to estimate only the dominant eigenvectors i much less than the number 
needed to estimate all of the eigenvectors. 
B. Variation of the Largest Coefficient. Suppose we must measure all of 
the eigenvectors with a certain accuracy. Then when the dimension is n, 
7max ~ max(71 ,..., 7n) is the constraining factor. Thus, the variation of 7max 
with n indicates how the sample size must grow with n to maintain a fixed 
accuracy. 
Figure 3 shows the variation of 7max with n for various values of p. We 
see that 7max grows roughly as nL 
3.2. Non-Gaussian Processes 
The results for the Gaussian case should be useful for most problems 
with a unimodal probability structure. When the structure is very complex 
or unknown, evaluation of Eqs. (33) and (34) becomes very difficult. However, 
in this case the utility of the Karhunen-Lo~ve xpansion, itself, becomes 
questionable. Thus, we feel that this limitation is a natural one. 
4. RAPID EIGENVALUE--EIGENVECTOR CALCULATION 
In this section, we present a rapid algorithm for calculating the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of an autocorrelation matrix, S. This method is an offshoot 
of the results presented in Section 2. 
Many existing algorithms to calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 
iterative [5, 6, 2]. We start with an orthogonal matrix, q~(1), and form a 
sequence, {(bl~)}, such that 
= lim q)(~), (43) 
where 
and 
CTSCa = A (44) 
Crq~ =/ ,  (45) 
A being diagonal and 1 being the identity. Most of these algorithms tart 
with ~b(1) =/ .  
However, suppose the 2n >( 2n matrix S 2n is partitioned as in (13) and 
that we know ~n of (15) already. Then we can use ~ of (16) as the initial 
guess in an iterative algorithm. I f  we double n, the dimension of the autocor- 
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relation matrix goes to 4n × 4n and we denote it by S 4n. Thus, we can 
define S 2, S ~, S 3 ..... 
The algorithm we propose is simply the following. 
1. Start with the eigenvector of S 1, which is the scalar 1. 
2. Having calculated the eigenvectors of S n, use ¢b~ n as an initial guess 
in an iteration to calculate the eigenvectors of S 2~. 
3. Repeat step 2 until n reaches the desired value. 
We call this the fast eigen algorithm because the basic approach isborrowed 
from the fast Fourier transform. 
The computation time for this algorithm depends on the iterative method 
used. The threshold Jacobi method [6] is a widely used iterative method. 
The computation time for this method is given roughly as 
Tj ~_ K~n3. (46) 
To incorporate an initial guess into Jacobi's method, we must transform 
S ~n to Q2n as 
O2~ a~Jv2nc~2~ (47) 
and apply successive Jacobi transformations to diagonalize Q~% Substituting 
(13) and (16) into (47) we have 
where 
and 
[(A + B12 -]- B T + B2~ ) (A --  Blu + B~2 -- B2z)l 
= [(A + B~z -- B T --  B~2) (A --  B~e -- BT2 + B2z)]' (48) 
,n~r~ a~ (49) 
B12 = ~ * '12~ , 
~n%~ ~ (50) B22 ~ ~ ~22~ " 
Hence, we need only calculate B12 and B2~. The total number of multiplica- 
tions required to do this is about 0.5n 3. This time must be added to Tj .  
However, since K~ 10, the additional time is not significant. 
In our algorithm, we apply Jacobi's method for n = 2, 4 ..... 2% The 
computation time for the l-th step is reduced by a factor of 0t because of 
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the better starting point. For simplicity, let us assume that 0~ is constant, 0. 
Then the total time, TFg, is given by 
g=l ~=I 
23mK10 80Tj 
1- -2  -3 - -7  " 
(51) 
IO00C 
H= I00~ 
g 
o 
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Z 
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,I 
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, = o .8oq  [ 
v =0.95q / 1 
. o.99 ; .i , _1  
.& 'LY ; - " -  .<..'/%- 
x l  i / . I  1 ~ 
1//"/ //" Conventional 
/11/ / / i  
.,~// / 
-'/ z .,I 
, /1 / i "  
,// t . /  
4"// I / l /  • / /  
i v /~  ,/?/ 
,';/' / / / x~ ~-,ooao 
{f/"  / / / /  ~ ~-- v= 0.95 
Z,/7 
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FIO. 4. Experimental  curves for determining the convergence ratio, 0. 
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Hence, the computation time is less by a factor of 0 than that of the Jacobi 
method. 
For Jacobi's method, 0 is determined experimentally. The computation 
time is essentially proportional to the number of Jacobi iterations required 
to achieve convergence to the desired accuracy. Thus, 0 is given by 
0 = i j~ ,  (52) 
where I~ is the number of iterations required to obtain ~b2~ from ¢" and 
1~ is the number of iterations required conventionally. 
Figure 4 shows curves of 1~ and 1j for a matrix S whose i, j element is 
sij : vli-Jl (53) 
versus the matrix dimension for various values of v. The spacing between 
the fast eigen and conventional curves on the semilog plot is nearly constant 
for fixed v, and 0 varies between about 0.25 and 0.35. 
Thus, computation time can be reduced by the fast eigen approach. 
The significance of the time saving, of course, depends on the details of the 
application. 
5. SUMMARY 
We have solved in part some of the engineering problems involved with 
the application of the finite Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion. In particular we 
have outlined procedures for: 
1. determining the number of time samples to take from the waveform, 
2. determining the number of sample waveforms required to accurately 
determine the eigenvectors, and 
3. reducing the computational effort in numerically determining the 
eigenvectors. 
These procedures in conjunction with a basicunderstanding of the 
Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion allow its straightforward implementation i
communication a d pattern recognition systems. 
APPENDIX.  CALCULATION OF E((¢iT~j)  2} 
Recall that ~ is given by 
1 ~ XkXkT; (A.1) 
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thus, we have 
where 
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k=l  
(A.2) 
yi k = ¢iTXk . (A.3) 
If both sides of (A.2) are squared and expectation is taken, the result is 
e{(¢tr~¢~) } = ~-ff e{y~y?yi~'y~ "} 
k=l k'=l 
= E{yi y~ } 
k=l  "= 
kCk" 
1 
+ -~ ~. E~yk.%. ,-',-k'~, (A.4) 
k=l 
since the X~'s are independent. 
Now 
E{yikYJ ~} --- ¢iTE{(XI~X~T)} Ca
: ~ i~ i j  k : 1,..., N,  (A.5) 
and (A.4) may be rewritten as 
E{(¢Z~¢~)2 } N-  1 1 = N hi ~ $ij + ~ E{yt2yj2} • (A.6) 
The superscript on y is dropped since the X~'s are identically distributed. 
The last term in (A.6) may be calculated if the moment generating function 
of X is known. The joint moment generating function of Yi and yj is 
Mi~(tl , tu) : E{exp(tl~iTX -~- t~q~jTX)} 
: E{exp[(tl¢i r + t~ff~r)x]} 
: Mx(t l¢  , + t2~a), (A.7) 
where Mx( .  ) is the moment generating function of X. It follows then that 
04Mid(t1, t2) ] i ~= j 
E{yfly~ } = ~ Ft~z '1=~*=° (A. 8) 
e'Mij(t l  , t2) t i = j. 
~t l  4 tl=t~=O 
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If X comes from a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector M 
and autocorrelation matrix S, then 
E{y,~y~ 2}= 2hi2~ij + Aihj - -  2~,2/zj ~. (A.9) 
Combining (A.9) and (A.6) we have 
1 2 E{(¢iT~¢j) 2} = ~i 2 ~ij -~ N (~i ~ij ~- ~i~j - -  2/£i2/Lj2), (A.10) 
where/z~ is given by (37). 
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